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GEOTHERMAL ENERGY: DRIVING FORCE

BEHIND ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND THE TRANSFORMATION
OF FUTURE BUILDINGS TO PROMOTE ENERGY SAVING BY
USERS IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE

The course offers students comprehensive knowledge to be able to contextualize geothermal
energy within the European regulations on a decarbonized Europe as part of the near zero
energy buildings strategy and positive energy districts based on geothermal Energy. It looks at
European building regulations, simulation tools, success stories and includes a visit to a
building site.

ECTS credits: 2
Dates: 29 June to 1 July 2022

Student profile:
• Undergraduate and master students and
professionals.

Meet Our

INSTRUCTORS
Juan Antonio de Isabel García graduated as an engineer from ICAI and is part-time professor
at the School of Civil Engineering (UPM). He is the founding member of the GEOTER Group and
the GEOIBEROAMERICANA holding. He is the managing director at GREENMARK Modular
Architecture, as well as Vice-Chairman at EFIGEA. He coordinates the building and industry
energy efficiency module of the Executive Master Programme on Renewable Energies and the
Environment.
Fernando Cordero Tosal graduated as an engineer from ICAI. He is the TAS manager at
GEOTER, leader of GREENMARK, as well as GEOTER project leader in the Smart Energy in
Capable Logistician project for NATO.

Javier Jiménez Gámez holds a BEng and an MEng and is geothermal plant project manager
at GEOTHERMAL ENERGY S.L. He is responsible for the coordination and training of site
personnel, as well as the management of the GEOIBEROAMERICANA Holding Specialization
Units. He has international experience in Mexico and Chile.
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SYLLABUS
MODULES

01

03

State of the arte: European regulations
New building regulations
Climate emergency declaration
Spanish National Integrated Energy and Climate Plan
NZEB: near zero energy buildings

Geothermal Energy
High enthalpy geothermal energy
Low enthalpy geothermal energy
Perforation strategy, regulations, execution and
geothermal response test
Success stories, applications and benefits
Earth Energy Designer simulation

02
04

Integration of renewable energies in buildings
Energy efficient heat production energies
Distribution technologies & systems
Energy load and diagnosis calculation
Active and passive measures

Developed projects, ranging from large thermal
districts like EXPO Zaragoza, through geosolar
houses, to the definition of the sustainable house
of the future, including a visit to a site.

Héctor Cano Esteban is a civil engineer, deputy manager of GEOTER, where he is responsible for
geothermal energy project planning and execution, as well as R&D&I leader for national and
international programmes. He lectures for the Renewable Energies and the Environment
Executive Master Programme at UPM. He has national and international experience in Chile,
Bolivia and Argentina.
Eduardo Ruiz de Temiño Bravo is a civil engineer, responsible for healthcare infrastructure
investment project design and construction for ESVAL and Aguas del Valle. He manages
organizational change at the company in Chile. He is member of the board of directors, as well
as of the company’s Technical Board, Financial Board, Innovation Board and Culture Board,
reporting to the general manager.

